The relativistic equations of axial motion of a charged particle in an RF electric field inside a gap are analysed.The solution to these equations can be expressed as the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds. The approximate solutions based on the average particle velocity in the gap are also found.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bunching is the basis of many microwave devices in which the interaction between the beam of particles and an electromagnetic wave plays an essential role as for instance in klystrons or linear accelerators. Consequently the problem of bunching was analysed by many authors [l-31. Usually this analysis is based on some simplifying assumptions. The most important are: i) The transit time of a particle through the interaction gap is negligible in comparison with the field period.
ii) The AC voltage Vg in a gap is small in comparison with the DC voltage VO. iii) Space charge effects are ignored.
In the present paper the analysis will be made without the first two of above restrictions. To take properly into account these effects the relativistic equations of motion of particles in a gap are solvedSpatially constant field in a gap is assumed, since then the analytical solutions are possible. However, as it was shown by numerical calculations [ 3 1, the results for other field distributions e.g. gaussian are similar. The analysis is made for electrons, but the results can be used also for other charged particles.
AXIAL MOTION IN A GAP

A. Equations of Motion
Equations of motion are where, y is the relativistic energy factor, s = z/h, z-axial distance, h-wave-length, $-electric field phase in a gap, A = qhE/Wo, q-charge, E-electric field intensity, WO =mc2-particle rest energy.
In the case of E = const. an analytical solution to Eqs (1) and (2) can be found. First by elimination of ds we find equation for the normalized momentum p=mv/m@, (fbv/c)
Here subscript o denotes the initial values. Eq. (3) defines the phase trajectories in the phase space (p,$), however, it does not give the dependences y = y(s) and $ = $(s). To obtain these relations using Eq.(3) we express y and cos$ as functions of momentum p. Inserting these relations into Eq.
(1) and integrating we get
The integral (4) can be expressed in terms of the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and third order [3] . Since the expressions with these integrals are rather complicated, for numerical calculations it could be preferable to integrate directly Eqs.
(1) and (2) or (4). However, it would be more effective if one could solve analytically, even approximately, Eqs (1,2) without the necessity to calculate the integral (4).
B. Approximate Solutions to the Equations
The phase $ as seen by a particle can be written as $ 
where
Inserting (7) into (6) we will get equation for Pav
In the case of small changes of the velocity in a gap Ap/p<<l equation (8) can be reduced to quadratic equation for the small quantity proportional to Ap/P. To obtain this equation we put
is the transit angle of the particle with the input velocity PO. Assuming that y c< 1, valid surely for small signal bunching, we can expand functions of Eq.(8) into series up to the second order in y in the vicinity of xo to obtain quadratic eqution for y with the aid of which Pav is found.
$to(l +y),
In the process of bunching by the velocity modulation a special role plays the central particle. Usually this is the particle which passes an interaction gap without the change of energy. We should then find such a phase $o for which a particle leaves the gap without changing its momentum PO. Using Eq. (3) we obtain the obvious relation where Qtc is the transit angle of the central particle. Assuming that $IC c IC (narrow gap not to large signals) we will have for
The precise solution for $ 0~ can be now obtained with the aid of Eq. (4) where the limits of the integral should be (pmin,po) and pmin is given by (for electrons A1 c 0 )
'he approximate solutions can be obtained from Eq. Taking into acount (13) and (14) J2q. (15) becomes
We begin with some general conditions for bching, which can be obtained from the relation (16). Generally, since F > 0 then the condition (16) requires that dp/qi 2 0 . It means that bunching starts with phase $i = Qipm corresponding to M i n at the exit and ends witb the phase $ipM for which p"ax. The range of bunched mput phases .In the case of two solutions we have four characteristic points on the curve $e = $e($i) on which depends the width A$e. The bunching starts with p = pm and the point where d$eld$i = 0 and $e = $eM. Beyond this point dp/d$i > 0 but d$e/d$i < 0 until the point where d$e/d& = 0 and $e = $em is reached. After that $e begins to increase again and bunching stops when dp In the case of a bunching system composed of a gap At the end of the gap the momentum p is given by of length L and a drift D, the exit angle is given by
It can be shown that dp/d$i is equal to (25) defines the type of bunching and A$,. This, together with previously found quantities : A&, m i n , -ax defines completely the bunching system giving not only the effectiveness of phase bunching A$i/A$e, but also the energy dispersion introduced by the system Ap = Pmax -win.
Up to now we used a general definition of the bunching factor R = A$i/A$e with A& and Age defined by Eqs (17) and (18) correspondingly. However, in practice e.g. for positron production or injection into superconducting cavities, where both small phase and energy dispersion is essential, we often would like to have rather narrow well bunched output phases. It means that in the vicinity of the central particle the changes of $e should be small for sufficiently large variations of $i. This can be done by choosing the bunching parameter in such a way as to have two shown that the maximum is RM = 7 and is obtained for Bpo = 1.81. In fact these values seems to be common for small signal bunching. In the second case we were looking for the solution giving A$i greater than 60 degrees and A+, of the order of one degree. The solution chosen was Bpo =1.45, A& = 82", A$e = $eM -$em = 1.2" and &ff = 70.5.
Theoretically there was no problem to get Re$$ an order of magnitude larger e.g. A$i = 45" and A$e 5 0.1".
In both cases the difference between the precise and approximate solutions was below 1%. Only in the case when the exmma of +e were very close to each other the precise solution of Eq. (25) was necessary.
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